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Abstract: Minimizing of greenhouse gases is the decisive challenge for the
development of future sustainable powertrains. While battery electric vehicles seem to be the answer for passenger car applications, the question for
the future propulsion of high energy demand, on-/off-highway and nonroad applications is not yet clearly answered. DEUTZ AG is taking this challenge by developing highly efficient Diesel engines as well as electrified
drive systems and hydrogen combustion engines.
This paper covers the special tasks and solutions for turbocharged hydrogen
engines, particularly the new TCG 7.8 H2. As a basis, the motivation and
boundary conditions for development of hydrogen engines are presented.
Available charging concepts are discussed against the special demands of
hydrogen combustion systems. Theoretical considerations as well as preliminary calculations lead to the selection of a single-stage VTG turbocharger. This concept is validated by detailed simulation of steady-state
operation as well as transient behaviour as well as results obtained on a
real-world demonstrator engine.
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1 Introduction
The public discussion on CO2 free drivetrains is focused on a replacement
of combustion engines by electric drives for passenger cars and on either
electric drives or fuel cells for commercial vehicles. These solutions have
limitations and with a view on non-road applications they are partly not
optimal and for some applications not suitable. As a manufacturer of powertrain systems for non-road mobile machinery, DEUTZ AG must find a specific answer to the current challenges which supports customer demands as
well as economic viability.
The DEUTZ approach is a parallel diversification into both electrified powertrains as well as internal combustion engines suitable for defossilized fuels
such as e-fuels and hydrogen. A key element in this strategy is the development of a hydrogen combustion engine based on the TCD 7.8 turbo Diesel
engine.
This paper covers the corresponding steps from the motivation for advanced
powertrain systems across the layout strategy of the new engine to the
selection of the corresponding turbocharging system. The boundaries and
implications for the boosting system design are presented as well as simulative and experimental investigations on the optimized operation behaviour.

2 Drivers, Boundary Conditions, and Perspectives for CO2 Reduction in Europe
The contribution of non-road machinery to the worldwide CO2 emission is
low compared to the emissions created by on-road mobility, but for a CO2
free future also off-road machinery is part of it. NRMM (non-road mobile
machinery) are operated with very different operation profiles including
high transient conditions as well as profiles high permanent load (Figure 1).

Figure 1: CO2 saving potential by example of a small construction
site [14]

They are operated under environmental conditions also where cars are no
longer show-up. A further challenge is the absence of a fueling or loading
infrastructure, since NRMM are operated where infrastructure needs to be
built up. Today most of construction equipment is driven by diesel engines.
The fuel can be easily stored in barrels or small tanks on the construction
site. But there is no doubt, the state-of-the-art diesel fuel is mainly based
on fossil sources and needs to be replaced versus a CO2 free future.
Figure 2 gives a view on the worldwide CO2 challenge. If the world is moving
on without countermeasures, we are running into a scenario of a 4.5 °C
temperature increase or even more. For the 1.5 °C target according to the
Paris agreement we have a fixed remaining CO2 budget. If we do not act,
this budget will be consumed until 2035. Time can be bought by starting
now.

Figure 2: Global warming: A carbon dioxide problem [5],[13]
Did we already make some progress? The targets of the Paris protocol defining intermediate steps until 2050 are based on the CO2 production in
1990. Figure 3 shows for the European Union what has been achieved so
far until 2019.
The good message is that the CO2 production could be reduced by 27%.
The only sector showing a growth of CO2 is the transport sector which includes passenger cars as well as all transport of goods on the roads but also
by rail, ships, and aircrafts. This not only affects the share on the total CO2,
but also the total amount. Hence it is under strong observation as enfant
terrible. This happened although the producers of transport devices made
significant progress by the reduction of fuel consumption by about 20% in
average. Looking especially on trucks the German Federal Environmental
Agency (UBA) stated a reduction by 31% which was achieved by improved
engines, exhaust aftertreatment and as well by the improved vehicle technology.

Figure 3: CO2 Emissions in the European Union in course of time [8]
Unfortunately, this is compensated by the increasing demand of transport.
According to UBA, the transport in Germany grew by 78%. The current scenarios rated as realistic show a further growth of transport demand within
the next decades. Today, roughly half of the electric power generation in
Germany is based on renewable energy (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Energy supply in Germany [15]
Coal, crude oil, and natural gas contribute by 44% despite of a different
CO2 footprint which is about 25% lower by using natural gas instead of coal.
In addition, the existing CO2 neutral nuclear power needs to be substituted
by regenerative sources since the remaining power plants will be inevitably
switched off soon. The transport sector (left diagram) only consumes 2% of

the existing electric power. Since today 92% of the energy consumption in
the transport sector is based on crude oil (right diagram), this needs to be
replaced mainly by electric power further increasing the demand for electricity. Figure 5 shows the efficiency chain of power generation from well to
wheel. If the electric power is converted into any kind of fuel the first step
is the electrolysis from water to hydrogen. Every further conversion creates
losses. Finally, the limited average efficiency of a combustion engine will
cause that less than 20% of the original electric power arrives at the wheel.
However, 45% will arrive on the wheel using electric drive considering battery charging and decharging losses, heating, cooling and the efficiency of
electric motors. Taking this balance into account it is quite reasonable to
promote electric drivetrains for transport.

Figure 5: Well-to-wheel analysis for electricity produced in Germany [1]
The consequence for a CO2 free future can be summarized as follows:
• The power generation with renewable energy needs to be expanded
from 45…100%.
• An increasing additional demand for electric power will show up by
the introduction of electric drivetrains.
• The demand for mobility and transport will grow further.
• Since wind and solar power cannot be provided on demand, a storage
of renewable energy is needed.
• Germany – as an example – was always an energy importing country
and it is very likely that it will stay as such.
If we now look for other resources for renewable power in the world, a view
into notably sunny and windy regions shows that some countries high natural resources, but a relatively low own demand. Figure 6 depicts North
Africa or Patagonia in South America as good examples. With the same
technology which allows an average harvesting efficiency of 35% in Germany, the harvesting efficiency in North Africa or Patagonia can be increased to 75 or 73%, which is 214% of the output in Germany. Since the
electric power from these regions cannot be transported to Europe, it must
be converted into hydrogen or consecutive products usable for combustion
processes.

Figure 6: Preferred regions for wind and solar power [4]
If now the efficiency balance of Figure 5 is referred to the above-mentioned
harvesting ratio of 214%, Figure 7 shows this balance accordingly. For
transport the electric power must be converted into H2 anyway and so the
efficiency balance gives another picture due to the reconversion of H2 into
electric power if it will be used in electric drivetrains Finally 33% of the
original power will get to the wheel. The different e-fuels will end with an
efficiency of 30…40%, which makes them competitive with the best efficiency for the H2 engine is the winner. Another aspect to support e-fuels is
given by their ability to be used in the existing fleet of combustion engines
and make them CO2 neutral, if the e-fuel is produced according the EN590
standard for diesel fuel or EN226 standard for gasoline fuel.

Figure 7: Well-to-wheel analysis based on H2 produced in North Africa
(Morocco and Algeria) [1]

3 Deutz Drivetrain Strategy
That drives DEUTZ to realize a technology open approach to develop engines which can be used for different kinds of fuels and in parallel DEUTZ is
realizing electric drivetrains within its EDEUTZ strategy (Fig. 8). Deutz diesel engines are certified for diesel fuels according EN590 but as well as for
paraffinic fuels according EN 15490 and for blends with biodiesel (FAME
according EN14214) up to 30% (B30). With G2.2 and G2.9 two engines are
in the market for LPG and CNG and the G2.9 as a bi-fuel version for usage
with LPG and gasoline. These fuels are today only partially sustainable, but
it is the first step for the future. The background for this strategy can be
shown by a view on different applications and operation profiles.

Figure 8: DEUTZ approach of a diversified drivetrain portfolio
Figure 9 depicts the operating range or distance to energy infrastructure
versus the energy demand. Small machinery with a low average load profile
can be ideally operated with an electric drivetrain especially if the access to
electric power is given like on airports or urban construction areas.

Figure 9: Usage of drivetrains depending on energy infrastructure, operating range, and energy demand

Big equipment like high powered tractors or construction machinery with
limited access to power supply are not destinated applications for electric
drives. ICE operated machines with CO2 neutral e-fuels are the reasonable
way forward. Hybrid drives are a good compromise in between to offer best
flexibility in terms of energy supply and power demand. Pilot systems of the
EDEUTZ portfolio are already in field test operation. The series market entry
is planned for 2023.

4 The Design of the TCG 7.8 H2
4.1

Motivation for the Hydrogen Engine

Looking forward with sustainable fuels, besides e-fuels DEUTZ plans the
introduction of an H2 engine until 2024, which fulfills the EU standard for a
CO2 free technology. It is an economical alternative compared to other
emission free technologies since it is built up on a proven base engine technology with limited changes on the piston by a reduced compression ratio,
the H2 dosing valves and the spark plugs. The port fuel injection allows the
ambitioned short time to market, also supported by the established supplier
infrastructure and existing production capacities. Therefore, the initial invest is significantly lower compared to fuel cell drivetrains. The upgrade of
the existing fleet is in principally possible, but not yet planed within the
current project. Compared to a fuel cell it is also suitable for low H2 gas
qualities which reduces the fuel costs. The existing H2 infrastructure is still
a challenge, but it is growing. Finally, DEUTZ can use its available service
network for combustion engine.
With the technology open approach DEUTZ intends to serve all its traditional
business with the appropriate driveline either electrified or with sustainable
fuel for a CO2 free future.

Figure 10: Possible applications for the DEUTZ H2 engine

Since the handling of electricity and hydrogen is not as simple as the handling of standard diesel fuel, Deutz started a co-operation project with DLR
named "Grüne Baustelle” / “Green Construction Site”, in which the operation of the new drivetrain technologies and as well the energy management
will be demonstrated. This will be done for urban spaces with an existing
infrastructure, but also for remote spaces without an existing energy infrastructure. This infrastructure will include a mobile H2 supply, gensets allowing remote electrical power supply and finally the DEUTZ power tree, which
is a battery pack allowing high voltage fast charging of a machine battery.

Figure 11: Tailored solution for any kind of infrastructure
The specific aim of the TCG 7.8 H2 project is to develop a competitive,
hydrogen powered combustion engine to the point of production readiness.
The engine was redesigned from an existing diesel engine with the aim of
achieving a minimum power output of 180 kW at 2300 1/min and an effective mean pressure of 20…25 bar at 1000…1300 1/min. The European Union
Stage V emission limits for mobile machinery were to be adhered to; in
addition, CO2 emissions of 1.0 g/kWh were not to be exceeded. In development of this engine, DEUTZ AG was able to utilize the extensive experience
gained during development and testing of the HoLeGaMo High Performance
Natural Gas Engine as well as earlier co-operations on the conversion of the
TCD 7.8 into a hydrogen engine [6],[9],[10].

4.2

General Characteristics

The TCG 7.8 H2 is a design derivative of its diesel-powered sibling, the TCD
7.8, a six-cylinder in-line engine with a 1.3 L single stroke volume and four
valves per cylinder (Figure 12).

Figure 12: TCG 7.8 H2
The diesel injectors were replaced by centrally positioned spark plugs. The
new gasoline engine pistons achieve a compression ratio of 1:10 and the
rugged diesel power pack permits pressure loadings of up to a peak combustion pressure of 180 bar. The engine is supercharged by a single-stage
turbocharger including electronic wastegate with a boost pressure of up to
3.75 bar absolute. The engine is additionally equipped with charge air cooling and an externally cooled high pressure EGR. The variable mixture of air,
hydrogen and exhaust gas is generated by cylinder selective (MPI) injection
via the hydrogen intake manifold. Charge control, and thus control over the
power output, is exercised in the classical manner by the throttle valve and
by electronic boost pressure control. There is also an SCR catalytic converter to reduce nitrogen oxide levels [11].

4.3

Combustion System

To avoid excessive NOx emission, two major trends in H2 combustion systems development are present. The first approach is an ultra-lean combustion with an AFR above 2 across the entire engine map. The second approach is a high EGR combustion. Both approaches lead to acceptable stationary engine results, with the ultra-lean combustion being the slightly
more efficient in some operation points. The significant difference is the
engine’s air demand in static condition as well as during transient events.
With an AFR of 1.5…2.0 times higher for the ultra-lean concept, the air mass
flow is obviously as well 1.5…2.0 times higher.

4.4
4.4.1

Boosting System Considerations
Conventional Turbocharging

Conventional turbocharging in this context comprises all turbochargers with
a single stage radial compressor and a single stage mixed flow or radial
turbine. Differences between conventional turbocharging systems can be
classified in two categories: boost control and scroll separation. Besides differences in these categories, there might be differences in bearing system
or additional actuators. These characteristics are not directly linked with the
overall system layout and therefore not focus of this paper.
Boost control, as it is used today, means either turbine a bypass valve –
also known as wastegate – or a variable turbine. Both systems can be controlled by means of pneumatic or electric actuators. The benefit of an electric control is the freedom to control independently from available boost
pressure and pneumatic or mechanical limitations of a spring-loaded diaphragm actuator. As a matter of fact, a variable turbine offers much more
freedom to control the boost pressure compared to a wastegate turbocharger. Theoretically and historically, there is the possibility to add a compressor bypass valve as a third way to control the boost pressure. Due to
its detrimental effect on turbocharging efficiency this is not considered here.
Due to the pulsating nature of the exhaust flow, engines with more than 3
cylinders can benefit from some degree of separation between exhaust
events, the so-called scroll separation. In general, all exhaust events with
less than approx. 200° CA distance have a negative impact on their respective neighbor. This effect is caused by a cylinder opening the exhaust valve
working against an increased backpressure from the previous cylinder’s not
yet completed exhaust event. As a usual countermeasure on six-cylinder
engines, the exhaust lines of cylinders 1…3 are physically separated from
the exhaust lines of cylinders 4…6. This separation is continued into the
turbine. In most turbines, this is realized by a twin scroll design which consists of a circumferential separation wall within the volute. The distance
between the separation wall and the turbine wheel is the key parameter to
influence the degree of scroll separation. The Alternative to a twin scroll
layout is a dual scroll design. Dual scroll volutes feature volutes that do not
extend through a full 360° arc around the turbine wheel but through a fraction of the full arc depending on the number of scrolls, e.g., 2 x 180° in
case of 2 scrolls. This design provides benefits if high a high degree of separation is the target [17].
Separating the exhaust flow is not only a topic for the turbocharger design
but must also be investigated in connection with the EGR system. Today’s
DEUTZ EGR systems for Tier4 and Stage V Diesel engines are designed as
twin flow systems if used on six-cylinder engines. A corresponding flow separation within the EGR system is a feature that provides a high degree of
complexity and a cost impact, depending on the position of the EGR valve,
the design of the EGR cooler and the necessity to use reed valves.

4.4.2

Multi-Stage Turbocharging

Multiple stage compression allows higher pressure ratios and – with interstage cooling – higher charging efficiencies.
The most straight forward solution for a two-stage system is using two turbochargers, one being the high-pressure and the other one the low-pressure turbocharger. This system allows the use of two standard turbochargers and allows interstage cooling by implementing an intercooler between the LP stage and the HP stage. Such a system is used in the DEUTZ
TTCD 6.1 (see Figure 13) and TTCD 7.8 engines for tractor applications. The
system allows the TTCD 7.8 to reach a power level of 299 kW which is well
within larger 9L class engines while keeping a considerable smaller engine
signature [2],[3].

Figure 13: The DEUTZ TTCD 6.1 engine with two-stage turbocharger,
intercooler, and EGR system
The two-stage turbocharging system with two turbochargers can be controlled by a wastegate and/or VTG turbine.
A similar system from the design point of view is sequential series turbocharging. This system also features two turbochargers with the main difference that LP and HP stage can be operated independently and has a wider
spread in passenger car applications. Compared to a purely two-stage system, a serial sequential system offers similar pressure ratios as single stage
turbochargers but a larger flow range. Controlling such a system requires a
LP turbo bypass valve (to operate only the HP stage at low speeds) and a
HP bypass valve to operate only the larger LP stage at high speeds.

4.4.3

Multi Compression with Single Stage Turbine

There are solutions to realize two stage compression without two stage turbine expansion: firstly, with an additional compressor (mechanical or electric) and secondly with a two-stage compressor on the turbocharger shaft.
Two-stage compression using a mechanical compressor is a rather old concept, that was already used by DEUTZ BA 816 series inline and V-engines
for marine application between 1972 and 1991 and is a concept still found
in today’s marine powertrains.
An electric compressor is used in some passenger car application and being
a part of a hybrid powertrain system a very promising approach especially
in terms of transient approach [16].
The second solution is known from small radial gas turbines and was as well
used in a 6.7L production pick-up V8 diesel engines for the US market. This
system features back-to-back or nose-to-nose compressor wheel arrangements and allows two stage compression (sometimes even with intercooling). A very interesting approach is as well to have two parallel compressors
on one turbocharger shaft and increase the speed for a given flow so that
the turbine can be designed as an axial turbine. This greatly reduces turbocharger inertia [7].
4.4.4

Electrical Support

Electric motors can support the boosting system by adding power to the
shaft (electric boosting) or breaking power from the shaft (electric turbo
compounding). Both can be realized with an electric motor on the turbocharger shaft – adding significant complexity to the machine design as the
motor speed must be the same as the turbo speed – or with a second machine. The latter one might be an electric compressor or an electric compound turbine. All the three solutions can be found in production cars or in
motorsports.
Direct comparisons of electric support on the TC shaft against an additional
electric compressor are rare. But obviously the additional electric compressor gives some additional stationary benefit by acting as a two-stage compression on demand service. This benefit comes with penalties in packaging
and with additional control valve integration. An electric motor on the Turbocharger shaft offers better packaging but comes with higher thermal load
on the e-machine and on the power electronics. In terms of transient benefit, the on-shaft electric motor offers not only direct power added to drive
the compressor, but it also accelerates the turbine, driving the turbine to
higher blade speed ratios (u/c0) and thus improving the turbine efficiency.
Finally, the electric turbo integrated into the turbocharger offers a bidirectional power control on the shaft, allowing to harvest energy from the turbine when beneficial [12].

4.4.5

Conclusions on the Boosting System for H2 Combustion

The different boundary conditions for the charging system raised by the two
discussed combustion approaches can be discussed with respect to the required air mass flow and the available turbine enthalpy.
The air mass flow requirement is significantly higher for the ultra-lean approach. This requires larger stage design and more map width. The impact
of the larger stage design will be discussed in the next chapter. Larger map
width is asking for more advanced aero components, variability on the compressor stage or two-stage turbocharging. Serial sequential or parallel sequential systems will address this topic as well. In general, it can be stated
that with leaner combustion the requirements and challenges for the turbocharging system intensify.
The available turbine enthalpy on the other hand impacts the need for flexible charging power availability. If high enthalpy is available, the turbine
has plenty of power to boost the engine. If the enthalpy is low, the power
to drive the compressor is lacking. By its nature, the ultra-lean combustion
comes with lower exhaust gas temperatures – this is beneficial for the
choice of exhaust component materials but reduces the available turbine
power. The need for additional power rises. This can be addressed with
electric support – either in terms of an electrically assisted turbocharger or
an additional electric compressor.
The conclusion is that for an EGR combustion system - in contrast to an
ultra-lean combustion system - a conventional single stage turbocharger
with high capability to drive EGR is a suitable solution. There is still a demand for high pressure ratios and a request for low inertia, but all these
requirements can be met with a state-of-the-art variable turbine turbocharger.
Multistage turbocharging can increase turbocharger efficiency and/or increase the usable operation map – depending on the above-mentioned systems by either increasing pressure ratio and/or increasing map width. The
main benefit from electric support is adding power to the boosting system
to increase boost pressure build up and thus improving transient response
of the turbocharged engine.
For an ultra-lean combustion approach both multistage charging and electric support are likely to be necessary to match today’s engines steady state
performance and transient response.
For an EGR combustion system, however a conventional single stage turbocharger with capability to drive high EGR rates is a suitable solution.
There is still a demand for high pressure ratios and a request for low inertia,
but these requirements can be met with a state-of-the-art variable turbine
turbocharger.

4.5

Turbocharger Layout

4.5.1

Air Mass Flow Demand and Turbocharger Inertia

To support the decision for the employment of EGR and against ultra-lean
combustion, a theoretical parameter study, backed by an in-depth investigation of turbine and compressor wheel benchmark data, has been performed. It is known that the mass flow through a turbomachine is proportional to the square of the wheel diameter (Equation 1) or, vice versa, the
wheel diameter is proportional to the square root of the turbo machine’s
mass flow (Equation 2):
2
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The wheel inertia can be approximated to be proportional to the wheel mass
and its diameter squared:
2
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Equation 3

The wheel mass is of course proportional to the wheel volume. Assuming
the wheel height hW and wheel diameter dW, as shown in Figure 14, have a
constant ratio (typically hW/dW = 0.3), it follows:

3
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Equation 4
Equation 5

Figure 14: Section cut through a typical turbocharger compressor
wheel
Combining Equation 3 and Equation 5 yields a remarkable result which is
rarely found in the literature:
5
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Equation 6

And finally, combining Equation 2 and Equation 6,
𝐽𝐽𝑊𝑊 ~𝑚𝑚̇𝐴𝐴2.5

Equation 7

It follows that the ultra-lean combustion AFR with approx. 1.5 times higher
AFR than the high EGR combustion will inevitably lead to an increased turbocharger inertia in the range of a factor of 2.8.
This effect alone imposes a significant drawback in transient response for a
single stage turbo for an ultra-lean combustion compared to an EGR matching. Of course, EGR systems do not come for free. But in contrast to advanced turbocharging concepts, EGR systems are already well known and
proven on DEUTZ engines. In terms of risk, complexity, time-to-market,
and system requirements an EGR combustion approach is more appropriate
to DEUTZ engines compared to ultra-lean combustion design.
Simulation, steady-state results as well as load steps and NRTC cycles underline the current findings.
4.5.2

Specific Turbocharger Design

The turbocharger matching was carried out in the usual way, beginning with
a 1D simulation with available and scaled maps as a basis. A design sensitivity study was carried out which yielded a specific new turbocharger with
customized and fine-tuned turbine and compressor stages. Using a DoE, the
turbine wheel was further reduced in its diameter without sacrificing turbine
efficiency or speed margin. The diameter reduction resulted in an additional
inertia reduction by 33%. The final single stage variable turbine turbocharger as shown in Figure 15 comes with a turbine wheel size of 47 mm
and a compressor wheel size of 58 mm.

Figure 15: VTG turbocharger for the DEUTZ TCG 7.8 H2 engine

The turbocharger is equipped with an electric actuator to control the opening of the variable turbine. On the first prototype engines, an external blowoff valve is used, which will be replaced by a valve integrated in the compressor housing for production engines. The VTG turbine features a 9-blade
radial turbine wheel with very mild scalloping. The housing contains 10
pivotable nozzle vanes.

5 Combustion System Development
5.1

Basic Combustion Layout

The main basic layout decisions that had to be taken were those between
DI / PFI injection and, as mentioned before, a combustion process governed
by ultra-lean AFR vs. the EGR supported process.
Time to market considerations in combination of high reusability of the existing range of diesel engines as the basic engine led to the decision to
utilize a PFI system as the preferred option.
As discussed before, due to its beneficial effect on transient behavior as well
as the extensive experience of DEUTZ on Diesel engines with EGR, the EGR
process was preferred.
It has been found that in this constellation, the VTG is the best choice in
terms of low-end torque, dynamic behavior, and costs.

5.2

Initial Optimization

The initial optimization steps as well as real-world engine operation was
performed based on an E-wastegate charging system.
5.2.1

Static Optimization

Figure 16 shows the engine map after virtual optimization while static. The
engine achieves maximum power output of 234 kW at 2250 1/min and
maximum torque of 1325 Nm at 1300 1/min. Optimum thermodynamic efficiency of 40% is achieved at 1250 1/min and 1200 Nm, corresponding to
specific hydrogen consumption of 74.7 g/kWh.
5.2.2

Dynamic optimization of the TCG 7.8 H2

An engine’s operating state can be subject to extremely rapid dynamic or
transient changes, placing great demands on the engine management system. However, combustion engine control functions have evolved over time
and have to a large extent been developed for static engine operation. The
main reason for this is that only static operating points can be run at a
steady level on an engine test stand. Consequently, characteristic maps and

characteristic lines are generally optimized while engines are static. However, with today’s supercharged engines, the reaction of the turbocharger
to a sudden load change presents a situation with which static running is
unable to cope. A control structure including dynamic corrections but developed under static conditions is not ideally suited for periods involving
sudden load changes.

Figure 16: Optimized Engine Map TCG 7.8 H2
This applies especially when running the engine on hydrogen when the fuelair-exhaust gas mixture, the ignition angle, throttle valve, EGR adjuster and
wastegate adjuster all need to be simultaneously adjusted to the most efficient setting for dynamic operation.

Figure 17: Function scheme and virtual cut
Developing functions and datasets within a simulation environment opens
new possibilities for achieving this. Within such an environment, even non-

steady engine states can be run quasi-statically without difficulty. Furthermore, the engine can be virtually decoupled from the turbocharger. This
makes it possible to introduce any number of boost pressure (P2) and exhaust gas pressure (P3) operating states, for example, (Figure 17), and
thus to run dynamic operating states quasi-statically on the engine.
The parameters responsible for optimum combustion, i.e., ignition, lambda
sensor, EGR, etc. can be defined for dynamic operation in this way. Figure
18 shows the result of simulating the TCG 7.8 H2 at 1800 1/min with the
turbocharger virtually decoupled.

Figure 18: Dynamic calibration
The map illustrated was produced from a range of quasi-statically specified
charge pressures and combustion air ratios. The map’s x axis shows the air
mass flow set quasi-statically for the corresponding boost pressure. The
map illustrates engine torque and combustion center depending on the air
mass flow and the combustion air ratio. The red line marked ‘Steady-State’
corresponds to the engine’s static partial load cut at 1,800 1/min. The map
represents already optimized parameters (not shown) for ignition angle,
throttle valve, EGR adjuster, etc. The area outside the ‘Steady-State’ can
only be passed through transiently on the engine. The map illustrated here
shows the potential ability of the hydrogen engine to react quickly to sudden
load changes by rapidly adjusting the combustion air ratio. Briefly enriching
the mixture with hydrogen will raise the mixture heat value without any
appreciable time delay and increase the engine’s torque. Combustion will

be hotter, encouraging the formation of NOx (Figure 13). If the AFR
changes, the combustion center must also be adjusted by re-setting the
ignition angle to avoid combustion anomalies (pinking). By way of illustration, Figure 18, Figure 19, and Figure 20 indicate two possible ways of dynamically changing from a partial load point (e.g. 200 Nm) to a high load
point (e.g. 1000 Nm). To produce this greater torque, the turbocharger will
need to provide more air for combustion; this is achieved by closing the
electronic ‘wastegate’. However, it takes time to build up boost pressure.
By enriching the mixture to a greater or lesser extent, more torque can be
generated from the available fresh air and additional exhaust gas enthalpy
can be applied to the turbine. The greater the enrichment and the lower the
dynamically permitted AFR level chosen, the more rapidly will engine torque
be built up. However, with increasing mixture enrichment, nitrogen oxide
levels and the tendency towards pinking rise greatly. Figure 19 shows the
untreated nitrogen oxide emissions (green) for the TCG 7.8 H2 at
1,800 1/min in both static and dynamic operation.

Figure 19: Dynamic NOx map
Two possible enrichment paths (Slow Path & Fast Path) are also illustrated
by the map for the sudden load change from 200 to 1000 Nm. Both these
sudden load changes over time are shown in Figure 20. With dynamic enrichment to λ =1.5, the engine achieves the desired torque of 1000 Nm
after approx. one second. These timings and values are greatly dependent
on the supercharging technology used and on the static engine parameters
applied. However, if enrichment is dynamically limited to λ =1.5 (Fast-

Path), then, despite ignition timing retardation, an unacceptably high level
of over 50 g/kWh of untreated nitrogen oxide is emitted. If a more moderate load dynamic (Slow-Path) is accepted, with the air ratio limited to λ =
2.3 up to approx. 730 kg/h fresh air, then the nitrogen oxide peak during
acceleration reduces dramatically to 0.5 g/kWh up to 730 Nm, and beyond
that to a maximum of 2 g/kWh. The engine then reaches the target torque
only after approx. 2.5 s. If the correct operating strategy is chosen and if
the H2 combustion engine’s exhaust aftertreatment system is used, then,
as far as the debate about nitrogen oxide is concerned, this is the right
compromise between engine dynamics and NOx emissions; the performance of a NOx exhaust aftertreatment system should also be considered.

Figure 20: Load response

5.2.3

Real-World Engine Demonstrator

Figure 21: Test cell setup of the TCG7.8-H2
Figure 21 shows the engine installed on the test cell and Figure 22 underlines that a steady-state performance of 150 kW at 1500 1/min for genset
application and at least 200 kW at 2200 1/min can be demonstrated and
exceeded.

Figure 22: Performance data of the TCG7.8H2 Demonstrator

5.3

Implementation of VTG Boosting

In the subsequent development, the chosen VTG turbocharger was implemented in the simulation scope. Figure 23 shows the corresponding steadystate simulation results.

Figure 23: Simulated steady-state operation behavior for the TCG 7.8
H2 with VTG
The engine achieves a rated power of 220 kW and a maximum torque of
1200 Nm with a peak efficiency of 39%, which is only slightly below the
efficiency target of 40%, and a maximum EGR rate of 30%. It must be
noted that these results were obtained using typical Diesel engine boundaries for gas temperatures downstream of the compressor and upstream of
the turbine as well as for the exhaust back pressure. This is, again, due to
the aim to be able to utilize the existing range of DEUTZ Diesel engines with
minimum adaptations.
Evaluating the load response, see Figure 24, it must be stated that the
Diesel engine will always have a benefit in response time over the H2 engine. However, the implementation of the VTG turbocharger shows a significant improvement in response time compared to a single stage turbo
with electrical waste gate, reducing the time to reach 90% target torque to
acceptable values below 2 s at 1500 1/min.
Fine tuning the VTG actuation strategy allows for balancing between fuel
efficiency and transient behavior targets as well as NOx emissions. In fact,
the load step response is to some extent dependent on the allowable minimum AFR value which corresponds to high momentary NOx levels. This fine
tuning requires a sophisticated VTG control utilizing software-based control
optimization approaches in contrast to a waste gate turbo where the waste
gate has just to be closed quickly.

Figure 24: Transient behavior of Diesel engine vs. EWG / VTG turbocharged H2 engine
Figure 25 and Table 1 show the results of a NRTC simulation under consideration of a dynamically optimized VTG.

Figure 25: Detailed NRTC simulation results with dynamically optimized
VTG
Although the torque simulation requires some further refinement, the regression calculation is acceptable, and the emissions calculation shows very

promising results. The NOx engine out emissions were determined to be
1.4 g/kWh which leads to expected tailpipe out emissions close to zero with
state-of-the-art SCR systems.
Table 1: Main NRTC results with dynamically optimized VTG
Time

Power

NOx

NOx

BSFC

1251 s

93.2 kW

130 g/h

1.4 g/kWh

90.4 g/kWh

6 Summary and Outlook
Focusing on electric mobility for CO2 reduction seems to be a reasonable
approach from a national perspective. Electric energy however is not the
only solution to eliminate CO2 emissions. Domestic production of sustainable electricity is limited. Germany and Europe are dependent on significant
amounts of imported energy. Sustainable energy will be produced outside
of Europe and will enter Europe as hydrogen or derivates. This chemically
bonded energy requires a widespread use of e-fuels. Internal combustion
engines can therefore play a sustainable role in future.
An important step to this goal is the TCG 7.8 H2, DEUTZ AG’s first hydrogen
powered engine. Based on a sensible choice of technology package, first
results show very promising results regarding operational behaviour and
engine-out emissions.
The TCG 7.8 H2 is so far clearly focused on high commonality with the Diesel
engine portfolio and early market entry; by further development and optimization on component and system level, a significant further improvement
regarding performance and consumption figures can be expected for the
future.
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